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normal mucosa and in 42 cases
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Abstract: There have no comprehensive immunohistochemical studies of primary signet ring cell carcinoma (SRCC) 
in the stomach and colorectum. The author examined the expression of nine common antigens (EMA, CEA, CA19-9, 
CDX-2, p53, Ki-67 antigen, TTF-1, vimentin, and p63) in the non-tumorous normal epithelium of the stomach and 
colorectum and in 42 cases of primary SRCC of the stomach (30 cases) and colorectum (12 cases). The normal 
epithelium of the stomach and colon consistently (100%) expressed EMA, CEA, CA19-9, CDX-2, and Ki-67 (labeling 
<15%). Normal epithelium of these locations never expressed p53, TTF-1, vimentin, and p63. In the primary gastric 
SRCC, the expression percentage of EMA was 57% (17/30), CEA 100% (30/30), CA19-9 100% (30/30), CDX-2 
43% (13/30), p53 83% (25/30), Ki-67 100% (30/30) (labeling index= 36 ± 23 %), TTF-1 0% (0/30), vimentin 0% 
(0/30), and p63 0% (0/30). In primary colorectal SRCC, the expression percentage of EMA was 25% (3/12), CEA 
100% (12/12), CA19-9 100% (12/12), CDX-2 93% (28/30), p53 75% (9/12), Ki-67 100% (30/30) (labeling index= 
47% ± 26 %), TTF-1 0% (0/12), vimentin 0% (0/12), and p63 0% (0/12). A comparative statistical analysis showed 
significant difference in EMA (gastric SRCC 57% vs colorectal SRCC 25%) and CDX-2 (43% vs 93%). There were no 
significant differences in the other seven antigens’ expression between primary gastric SRCC and primary colorectal 
SRCC. These findings provide much knowledge of primary SRCC of the stomach and colorectum. The data indicated 
primary gastric SRCC frequently express EMA but not CDX-2 whereas primary colorectal SRCC frequently express 
CDX-2 but not EMA. These findings also suggest that EMA and CDX-2 are down-regulated during the gastric SRCC 
carcinogenesis. This down regulations may be associated with the malignant transformation of gastric SRCC. The 
data of colorectal SRCC suggest EMA is markedly down-regulated and also suggest that this EMA down-regulation 
may be associated with the carcinogenesis of colorectal SRCC. The expression pattern of EMA and CDX-2 may be 
useful in differential diagnosis between primary gastric SRCC and primary colorectal SRCC in the metastatic sites 
of SRCC.
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Introduction

Signet-ring cell carcinoma (SRCC) is character-
ized by an adenocarcinoma whose carcinoma 
cells were composed predominantly of SRCC 
cells [1, 2]. SRCC cells are characterized by 
abundant intracytoplasmic mucins, ample and 
clear cytoplasm, and eccentrically located 
nuclei which are created by the compression by 
intracytoplasmic mucins [1, 2]. SRCC can occur 

in any organs, but is most prevalent in the stom-
ach, followed in order by colorectum and lung 
[1, 2]. According to the current WHO blue book, 
SRCC is defined as an adenocarcinoma with the 
presence of >50% of tumor cells (signet-ring 
cells) with prominent intracytoplasmic mucins 
[2]. The author has examined SRCC in the extra-
gastric and extra-colorectal SRCC [3-13], and 
examined many antigenic expressions in prima-
ry SRCC of extra-gastric and extra-colorectal 
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organs. There have been no comprehensive 
immunohistochemical studies on the expres-
sion of common antigens in primary gastric 
SRCC and primary colorectal SRCC. In addition, 
there have also been no comprehensive immu-
nohistochemical studies on the expression of 
common antigens in primary gastric ordinary 
adenocarcinomas and primary colorectal ordi-
nary carcinoma. There have been no compre-
hensive studies of normal distribution of com-
mon antigens in the normal mucosa of the 
stomach and colorectum.

In the present study, the author reports an 
immunohistochemical study on the expression 
of nine common antigens (EMA, CEA, CA19-9, 
CDX-2, p53, Ki-67 antigen, TTF-1, vimentin, and 
p63) in primary gastric SRCC and in primary 
colorectal SRCC. In addition, the author 
described the normal distribution of these nine 
common antigens in non-tumorous normal 
mucosa of the stomach and colorectum.

EMA (epithelial membrane antigen) is a glyco-
protein present in the human milk fat globule 
membrane, and is an excellent for most normal 
and neoplastic epithelia but is not restricted to 
them [14]. EMA is also expressed in mesotheli-
oma, meningioma, a variety of mesenchymal 
neoplasms, and even some malignant lympho-
ma. CEA (carcinoembryonic antigen) is a glyco-
protein of heterogenous composition (MW 
200,000) normally detected in the glycocalix of 
fetal epithelial cells, particularly those of mucin-
secreting glandular nature [15]. It is detectable 
only in small amounts in normal adult cells and 
benign tumors but is present in large quantities 
in carcinomas, particularly in adenocarcinomas 
of the gastrointestinal tract, lung adenocarci-
noma, and thyroid medullary carcinoma. CA19-
9 (cancer associated carbohydrate antigen 
19-9) is also a member of glycoproteins pres-
ent on the cancer cell membrane [16]. According 
to the carbohydrate chain structures and their 
status of sialylation and fucosylation, there are 
classified into CA19-9, CA15.3, CA 50, CA-125, 
CA242, SLEX, B72.3, and CEA. CA19-9 is 
known to be expressed in most of gastrointesti-
nal cancers, particularly in pancreatico-biliary 
carcinomas. CDX-2 is a transcriptional factor 
that plays an important role in the proliferation 
and differentiation of intestinal epithelial cells 
[17]. The protein, CDX-2, is highly restricted to 
intestinal epithelium and therefore promises to 
become a very useful marker of adenocarcino-

mas of intestinal origin. p53 is the product of 
very famous tumor suppresser gene p53 [18]. 
The product of this gene, p53, is a nuclear pro-
tein thought to be involved in the control of the 
cell cycle, apoptosis, and maintenance of 
genomic stability. Mutations of the p53 gene 
represent the most common genetic alteration 
in human tumors. The altered protein product 
of mutant has a much extended half-time and 
can be detected by immunohistochemical tech-
niques. It should be noted, however, that accu-
mulation of the p53 protein can also occur as a 
result of epigenetic changes, and therefore it is 
not an obligatory indicator of a gene mutation. 
However, the immunohistochemical demon-
stration of p53 highly suggests a p53 gene 
mutation and malignant potential of tumors. 
Ki-67 is an antigen that corresponds to a nucle-
ar non-histone protein expressed by cells in the 
proliferative phases G1, G2, M, and S [19]. 
Recently a monoclonal antibody was developed 
that detect formalin-resistant epitope (MIB-1). 
Ki-67 is a good marker to detect cell prolifera-
tive fraction. Other techniques for cell prolifera-
tion include AgNOR, PCNA, KiS1, CDK, CdC2, 
and flow cytometry. TTF-1 (thyroid transcription-
al factor-1 is a nuclear transcriptional factor 
necessary for the development of the thyroid 
and pulmonary tissue [20]. This DNA-binding 
protein was first identified in the thymocytes 
and later in pneumocytes. It is expressed in all 
types of thyroid carcinoma except anaplastic 
type. TTF-1 is also present in most cases of 
lung carcinomas. TT-F-1 is usually not expressed 
in gastrointestinal carcinomas. Vimentin is one 
of the five major types of cytoplasmic interme-
diate filaments (MW 57,000) [21]. It is charac-
teristic of cells of mesenchymal nature, such as 
endothelial cells and muscle cells. However, 
vimentin is not restricted to cells of mesoder-
mal origin but is sometimes also expressed in 
tumors of epithelial or neural nature. Thus, 
vimentin may be expressed in carcinoma with 
sarcomatoid differentiation. P63 is a homolog 
of p53 which is consistently expressed by basal 
and stem cells of striated epithelium, and myo-
epithelial cells of breast and salivary glands. 
Six different isoforms exist, the function of 
which is largely unknown.

Materials and methods

The author retrieved primary adenocarcinomas 
with signet-ring cells phenotypes of the stom-
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ach and colon in the author’s computer data-
base files of primary SRCC of the digestive 
organs in the recent 15 years. The computer 
survey identified 68 cases of primary adenocar-
cinoma of the stomach and colorectum with 
signet-ring cell phenotype. The author reviewed 
these 68 cases under the microscopy. The 
author confirmed the signet-ring cell phenotype 
of these adenocarcinomas, and excluded cases 
of adenocarcinoma with SRCC cells whose per-
centage was less than 50% of the tumor cells. 
As the results, 42 cases of SRCC fulfilling the 
WHO criteria [1, 2] remained. The primary 
nature of these 42 cases of SRCC was con-
firmed by the clinical and pathological findings. 
Of the 42 cases, 30 were primary gastric SRCC 
and the remaining 12 were primary colorectal 
SRCC. Of the 42 cases, 26 cases were biopsies 
and the remaining 16 cases were surgically 
resected cases. In the 30 gastric SRCC cases, 
21 were male and 9 were female. The mean 
age and standard deviation was 74 years ±14 
years. In the 12 colorectal SRCC cases, 7 were 
male and 5 were female. The mean age and 
standard deviation was 68 years ±12 years.

An immunohistochemical study was performed 
by the Dako EnVision method (Dako Corp, 
Glostrup, Denmark), as previously described 
[22-27]. The antigens examined included a 
panel of monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies; 
EMA (clone E29, Dako Corp, dilation=1:100), 
CEA (clone II-7, Dako Corp, dilution=1:150),  
CA19-9 (polyclonal, TFB Laboratory, Tokyo, 
Japan, dilution=1:200), CDX-2 (BioGenex Corp, 
San Roman, CA, USA; dilution=1:200), p53 
(clone DO-7, Dako Corp, dilution=1:200), Ki-67 
antigen (clone MIB-1, Dako Corp, dilu-
tion=1:100), TTF-1 (clone 8G7G3/1, Dako Corp, 
dilution=1:200), vimentin (clone V9, Dako Corp, 
dilution=1:100), and p63 (clone 4A4, Dako 
Corp, dilution=1:200). Microwave pretreatment 
was performed in each immunohistochemical 
run.

A histochemical investigation was also per-
formed by mucicarmine stain and by combined 
periodic acid-Schiff after diastase digestion 
(d-PAS) and alcian blue (AB) at pH2.5. Statistical 
analysis was performed by Chi-square test. 

Results

The SRCC was composed of medullary prolifer-
ation of large clear cells with much intracyto-

Figure 1. Histology and histochemistry of primary 
signet-ring cell carcinoma of the stomach. A: Lower 
power view. The signet-ring features such as abundant 
intracytoplasmic mucins, ample and clear cytoplasm, 
and eccentrically located nuclei compressed by 
intracytoplasmic mucins are apparent. The signet-ring 
cell carcinoma is medullary and the stroma is scant 
in amount. HE: x100. High power view. The signet-ring 
features such as abundant intracytoplasmic mucins, 
ample and clear cytoplasm, and eccentrically located 
nuclei compressed by intracytoplasmic mucins are 
apparent. HE: x400. C: Combined d-PAS and AB stains 
revealed abundant intracytoplasmic mucins composed 
of neutral (Mazenta color) and acidic (blue color) mucins. 
Combined d-PAS/AB double staining: x200.
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plasmic mucin (neutral mucin and acidic mucin) 
(Figure 1A-C), which was confirmed by the com-
bined d-PAS/AB technique (Figure 1C) and 
mucicarmine stains. The proportion of signet 
ring cells in SRCC ranged from 60% to 100%. In 
most cases, the SRCC contained areas of other 
histologies such as mucinous adenocarcinoma, 
and tubular adenocarcinoma.

The normal expression pattern of these nine 
common antigens was investigated in all the 
sections of SRCC. In both the normal stomach 
and colorectum, no expressions of p53, p63, 
and TTF-1 were recognized in all specimens. 
Vimentin expression was seen in only the stro-
ma. No vimentin expression in the epithelial 
cells was recognized.

In the normal stomach, moderate expression of 
EMA was recognized in any epithelial types 
(100%) of the normal stomach (Figure 2A). CEA 
was consistently (100%) mildly expressed in 
the luminal sides of the epithelium (Figure 2B). 
CA19-9 was consistently (100%) expressed in 
the cytoplasms of the epithelial cells (Figure 
2C). CDX-2 was also consistently (100%) 
expressed in the epithelial nuclei (Figure 2D). 
Ki-67 antigen was consistently (100%) 
expressed in the basal parts of the foveolae 
(Figure 2E), and Ki-67 labeling index was less 
than 15%.

In the normal colorectum, mild to moderate 
expression of EMA was consistently (100%) rec-
ognized in the normal cryptal epithelium (Figure 

3A). CEA was consistently (100%) mildly 
expressed in the luminal sides of the normal 
cryptal epithelium (Figure 3B). CA19-9 was 
consistently (100%) expressed in the cyto-
plasms of the normal cryptal epithelial cells 
(Figure 3C), CDX-2 was also consistently (100%) 
expressed in the cryptal epithelial nuclei (Figure 
3D). Ki-67 antigen was consistently (100%) 
expressed in the basal parts of the crypts 
(Figure 3E), and Ki-67 labeling index was less 
than 10%.

In the primary gastric SRCC, EMA was expressed 
in the cytoplasm of the SRCC cells (Figure 4A). 
CEA was expressed in the cytoplasms of the 
SRCC cells (Figure 4B). The expression of 
CA19-9 was very strong and was located in the 
cytoplasms of SRCC cells (Figure 4C).  CDX-2 
was strongly expressed in the nuclei of the 
SRCC cells (Figure 4D). p53 was expressed in 
the nuclei (Figure 4E). Ki-67 was expressed in 
the nuclei (Figure 4F), and Ki67 labeling index 
was 36 ± 23 %. There were no expressions of 
TTF-1, vimentin, and p63 in the SRCC cells. The 
expression percentage (positive cases/total 
cases) of EMA was 57% (17/30), CEA 100% 
(30/30), CA19-9 100% (30/30), CDX-2 43% 
(13/30), p53 83% (25/30), Ki-67 100% (30/30) 
(labeling index= 36 ± 23 %), TTF-1 0% (0/30), 
vimentin 0% (0/30), and p63 0% (0/30).

In the primary colorectal SRCC, EMA was 
expressed in the cytoplasm of the SRCC cells 
(Figure 5A). CEA was expressed in the cyto-
plasms of the SRCC cells (Figure 5B). The 

Figure 2. Immunohistochemical 
findings of the normal stomach. 
Epithelial cells of the normal stom-
ach are consistently EMA (A), CEA 
(B), CA19-9 (C), CDX-2 (D), and Ki-
67 antigen (labeling <15%) (E). Im-
munostaining, x300.
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expression of CA19-9 was very strong and was 
located in the cytoplasms of SRCC cells (Figure 
5C).  CDX-2 was strongly expressed in the nuclei 
of the SRCC cells (Figure 5D). p53 was 
expressed in the nuclei (Figure 5E). Ki-67 was 
expressed in the nuclei (Figure 5F), and Ki67 
labeling index was 47% ± 26 %. There were no 
expressions of TTF-1, vimentin, and p63 in the 
colorectal SRCC cells. The expression percent-
age (positive cases/ total cases) of EMA was 
25% (3/12), CEA 100% (12/12), CA19-9 100% 
(12/12), CDX-2 93% (28/30), p53 75% (9/12), 
Ki-67 100% (30/30) (labeling index= 47% ± 26 
%), TTF-1 0% (0/12), vimentin 0% (0/12), and 
p63 0% (0/12). 

A comparative statistical analysis showed sig-
nificant difference in EMA (gastric SRCC 57% vs 
colorectal SRCC 25%) and CDX-2 (43% vs 93%). 
There were no significant differences in the 
other seven antigens’ expression between pri-
mary gastric SRCC and primary colorectal 
SRCC.

Discussion

There have been no comprehensive immuno-
histochemical studies of the expressions of 
EMA, CEA, CA19-9, CDX-2, p53, Ki-67 antigen, 
TTF-1, vimentin, and p63 in the normal mucosa 
of the normal stomach and normal colorectum. 
The present study revealed the expression and 
localization of these nine common antigens. In 
the normal stomach, EMA, CEA, and CA19-9, 
were consistently (100%) expressed in the cyto-

plasms or cell membranes facing the lumens in 
the epithelial cells of the normal stomach and 
normal colon. CDX-2 and Ki-67 were also con-
sistently (100%) expressed in the epithelial 
nuclei in the normal epithelial cells of the nor-
mal stomach and normal colorectum.  Ki-67 
labeling index was less than 15% in the normal 
stomach and less than 15% in the normal col-
orectum. No expression of p53, p63, TTF-1 and 
vimentin were seen in the normal epithelial 
cells of the normal stomach and normal col-
orectum. These findings provide the basic 
knowledge of the expression status of these 
nine antigens in normal condition, and may be 
useful in investigations of the expressions of 
these nine antigens in abnormal conditions.

There has been only one comprehensive study 
of primary SRCC of the stomach and colon [28]. 
Goldstein et al [28], using 27 gastric SRCC and 
14 colonic SRCC, studies the immunohisto-
chemical features of SRCC. They used eight 
antibodies (cytokeratin (CK) 7, CK17, CK19, 
CK20, CA19-9, CA125, estrogen receptor, and 
gross-cystic disease fluid protein 15). They 
found frequent expression of CA19-9 in both 
gastric and colonic SRCC. They focused the CK 
pattern of CK7/CK20, and stressed that gastric 
SRCC tended to express CK7+/CK20- pattern, 
while colonic SRCC tended to show CK7-/20+ 
pattern [28]. This tendency of SRCC was similar 
to that of ordinary adenocarcinomas of the 
stomach and colon. The expression status of 
CA 19-9 of the present study is very similar to 

Figure 3. Immunohistochemical 
findings of the normal colon. The 
normal colonic epithelium consis-
tently showed EMA (A), CEA (B), 
CA19-9 (C), CDX-2 (D), and Ki-67 
(labeling <10%) (E). Immunos-
taining, x300.
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that of Goldstein et al [28]. However, they did 
not investigate the expression of EMA, CEA, 
CDX-2, p53, Ki-67 antigen, TTF-1, vimentin, and 
p63.

In the present study, EMA, CEA, CA19-9 and 
CDX-2 were consistently expressed in normal 
epithelial cells in the stomach and colorectum. 
However, the expressions of these four mole-
cules were variable in primary SRCC of the 
stomach and colorectum. In stomach SRCC, 
the expression percentage of EMA was 57% 
(17/30), CEA 100% (30/30), CA19-9 100% 
(30/30), and CDX-2 43% (13/30). Thus, the 
expressions of CEA and CA19-9 in gastric SRCC 
were the same as those of normal gastric epi-
thelium. However, the expressions of EMA and 
CDX-2 in gastric SRCC was low than those of 
normal gastric epithelium. This finding sug-
gests that EMA and CDX-2 are down-regulated 
during the gastric SRCC carcinogenesis. This 
down regulations may be associated with the 
malignant transformation of gastric SRCC. In 
the colorectal SRCC, the expression of EMA 
was 25% (3/12), CEA 100% (12/12), CA19-9 
100% (12/12), and CDX-2 93% (28/30). Thus, 
the expressions of CEA and CA19-9 maintained 
during the carcinogenesis of colorectal SRCC. 
However, the expression of EMA is markedly 
down-regulated, suggesting that this EMA 
down-regulation may be associated with the 
carcinogenesis of colorectal SRCC. The expres-

sion of CDX-2 in SRCC (93%) was not statisti-
cally different from the normal counterpart 
(100%), suggesting that CDX-2 is not involved in 
the pathogenesis of primary colorectal SRCC. 

The p53 status of primary SRCC was different 
from the normal epithelium. While normal epi-
thelium never expressed p53, the gastric SRCC 
expressed p53 in 83% (25/30) and primary 
colorectal SRCC in p53 75% (9/12). These find-
ings suggest that the development of most of 
the primary SRCC of the stomach and colorec-
tum involves the p53 tumor suppresser gene 
mutations. Molecular studies of p53 mutations 
are required in primary SRCC of the digestive 
organs. In the present study of normal epitheli-
um, the Ki-67 labeling was relatively low (<15%), 
while Ki-67 labeling of primary gastric and 
colorectal SRCC were high; 36 ± 23% in gastric 
SRCC and 47% ± 26% in colorectal SRCC. Thus, 
it seems that the SRCC of these locations have 
high cell proliferative activity. The proliferative 
fraction was higher in colorectal SRCC than in 
gastric SRCC. In general, SRCC have poor out-
come than ordinary adenocarcinoma. This may 
al least because of the high p53 mutations and 
high proliferative activity in primary SRCC.

In the present study, no expressions of TTF-1, 
vimentin, and p63 were observed in normal 
epithelium and SRCC cells. TTF-1 expression is 
seen exclusively in thyroid and pulmonary 

Figure 4. Immunohistochemical findings of primary gastric signet-ring cell carcinoma. The gastric SRCC cells express 
EMA (A), CEA (B), CA19-9 (C), CDX-2 (D), p53 (E), and Ki-67 antigen (labeling=36 ± 23 %) (F). Immunostaining, x300.
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tumors. Thus, the present SRCCs are not meta-
static lesions of very rare pulmonary SRCC [29, 
30]. Vimentin may be positive in certain carci-
nomas, especially those with sarcomatoid fea-
tures [21]. The present 42 cases were all nega-
tive for vimentin, implying that primary SRCCs 
of the stomach and colon do not express vimen-
tin. P63 is a marker of myoepithelial cells and 
squamous and urothelial differentiations. This 
fact suggests that the SRCC cells of the pres-
ent study do not shows myoepithelial, basal cel-
lular, squamous cellular, and urothelial 
differentiations.  

A comparative study between primary gastric 
and colorectal SRCC showed significant differ-
ence were present in EMA expression (gastric 
SRCC 57% vs colorectal SRCC 25%) and CDX-2 
expression (43% vs 93%). There were no signifi-
cant differences in the other seven antigens’ 
expression between primary gastric SRCC and 
primary colorectal SRCC. These findings sug-
gest that the expressions of EMA and CDX-2 are 
useful in determining the primary site in meta-
static SRCC. Namely, the EMA+/CDX-2- pattern 
may suggest gastric SRCC and the EMA-/CDX-
2+ pattern may suggest colorectal SRCC. 

There have been sporadic reports of the expres-
sion of the nine antigens examined in the pres-
ent study of SRCC in gastric and colorectal ordi-
nary adenocarcinomas [31-37]. The results of 

the present primary gastric and colorectal 
SRCC are essentially very similar to the results 
of ordinary adenocarcinomas of the stomach 
and colorectum [31-37].  

Although Nguyen et al [29] reported 21 cases 
of gastric SRCC, 11 cases of colorectal SRCC, 
and 6 cases of breast SRCC, their study focused 
on only MUC apomucin expressions, and did 
not examined the antigens of the present study. 
Hayashi et al [30], who studies MUC profile of 
five cases of SRCC of the lung described that 
the MUC profile of the SRCC of the lung was dif-
ferent from SRCC of the gastrointestinal tract. 
However, they did not perform immunohisto-
chemical study of other molecules. Bu et al [37] 
mentioned that MUC2 expression was 88% 
(7/8) and MUC5AC 100% (8/8) in colorectal 
SRCC. These figures are also different from the 
studies of Nguyen et al [29]. However, they 
studied other molecules. In the author’s litera-
ture of SRCC of extra-gastric and extra-colorec-
tal organs showed frequent expression of p53, 
CEA, CA19-9, and MUC apomucins [3-13]. 
Please refer to these references [3-13, 29, 30] 
of SRCC in non-gastric and non-colorectal 
origin. 

In conclusion, the author immunohistochemi-
cally examined the expression of nine common 
antigens (EMA, CEA, CA19-9, CDX-2, p53, Ki-67 
antigen, TTF-1, vimentin, and p63) in the nor-

Figure 5. Immunohistochemical findings of primary colorectal signet ring cell carcinoma. The colorectal SRCC cells 
express EMA (A), CEA (B), CA19-9 (C), CDX-2 (D), p53 (E), and Ki-67 antigen (labeling=47% ± 26 %) (F). Immunos-
taining, x300.
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mal epithelial cells of the stomach and colorec-
tum in 30 cases of primary gastric SRCC, and in 
12 cases of primary colorectal SRCC. It was 
found that the normal epithelium of these loca-
tions consistently (100%) express (100%) EMA, 
CEA, CA19-9, CDX-2, and Ki-67 (labeling <15%). 
Normal epithelium never expressed p53, TTF-1, 
vimentin, and p63. In primary gastric SRCC, In 
the primary gastric SRCC, the expression per-
centage of EMA was 57% (17/30), CEA 100% 
(30/30), CA19-9 100% (30/30), CDX-2 43% 
(13/30), p53 83% (25/30), Ki-67 100% (30/30) 
(labeling index= 36 ± 23%), TTF-1 0% (0/30), 
vimentin 0% (0/30), and p63 0% (0/30). In pri-
mary colorectal SRCC, the expression percent-
age of EMA was 25% (3/12), CEA 100% (12/12), 
CA19-9 100% (12/12), CDX-2 93% (28/30), 
p53 75% (9/12), Ki-67 100% (30/30) (labeling 
index= 47% ± 26%), TTF-1 0% (0/12), vimentin 
0% (0/12), and p63 0% (0/12). A comparative 
statistical analysis showed significant differ-
ence in EMA (gastric SRCC 57% vs colorectal 
SRCC 25%) and CDX-2 (43% vs 93%). There 
were no significant differences in the other 
seven antigens’s expression between primary 
gastric SRCC and primary colorectal SRCC. 
These findings provide much knowledge of pri-
mary SRCC of the stomach and colorectum. 
The data indicated primary gastric SRCC fre-
quently express EMA but not CDX-2 and prima-
ry colorectal SRCC frequently express CDX-2 
but not EMA. The expression pattern of EMA 
and CDX-2 may be useful in differential diagno-
sis between primary gastric SRCC and primary 
colorectal SRCC in the metastatic sites of 
SRCC.
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